
also includes google slides 

Special EdMULTIPLICATION



This unit was created with
this guy in mind.  He has

autism and an intellectual
disability.  He is a non-

reader and lacks many pre-
requisite math skills needed

for math. With some
support, he is able to do this

unit and enjoys the
challenge.   He is my tester!!



This unit contains over 50 pages
of material.  But, don't worry!! I

have included an 8 day lesson
plan to help you make the most

of everything in this unit.
 

This unit comes in 2 files, one in
color and one in black and white.



The lesson plans contain:

Overall tips for teaching
students with significant
needs and who may lack
some pre-requisite skills.



The lesson plans contain:

A quick look at what you
will do each day.



The lesson plans contain:

Detailed instructions on
how that day's lesson
should run including group
and individual activities.



This unit contains a book that is
20 pages and covers what it
means to multiply numbers.

It comes in a PowerPoint
version as well as an mp4
version that is animated and
narrated.



There are 2 group activities. 
 The first one has students

practice identifying examples
of repeated addition.

 
There are several different
variations on how to do this

group activity to keep students
engaged.



The second group activity has
students practice finding
equivalent expressions. 

Again, there are several
different variations on how to
do this group activity to keep
students engaged. 



5 worksheets

There are 3 worksheet
sets.  The first one has
students practice finding
examples of repeated
addition.



3 worksheets

The second set has
students practice finding
equivalent expressions. 
 There are differentiated
versions with lines for
students to trace.



6 worksheets

The third set has students
translate expressions and
finally solve the multiplication
problem with a calculator. 
 There are differentiated
versions included using color
for students who need more
support (shown here).



Please note, that this unit does
not include a formal assessment
or fill-in-the-blank worksheets
often found in my other units.



This unit includes digital
activities.  Part of that is a
movie version of the book
you can play in a google
slide.  This movie is
animated and narrated.



There are 2 sets of google slides
that include half of each set of
worksheets in the unit. 
 Students can type in the
answers on the final set where
they are solving the problems.



 One set is differentiated with
color for students who need
more support.  In this set,
students are NOT typing but
clicking and dragging over their
answers.  



8 days of lesson plans
Multiplication activities in color
Multiplication activities in black and white
Voice-recorded PowerPoint show
Multiplication book (PowerPoint) to use with activities
Links and directions to digital activities

This resource comes in a zipped folder.  You will need to unzip the folder to
access all the contents which include:


